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bstract

Substance-dependent individuals show disadvantageous decision-making, as well as alterated frontocortical recruitment when performing exper-
mental tasks. We investigated whether substance-dependent patients (SDP) would show blunted recruitment of posterior mesofrontal cortex (PMC)
y a conflict between concurrently increasing reward and risk of penalty in a monetary game of “chicken.” SDP and controls performed: motor
ontrol (no reward) trials, guaranteed reward trials in which reward was not at risk, and risky trials where subjects were required to terminate
heir reward accrual before a secret varying time limit or else “bust” and forfeit that trial’s winnings (low penalty) or the current trial’s win-
ings plus an equal amount of previous winnings (high penalty). Reward accrual duration at risk of “busting” correlated negatively with trait
euroticism. The contrast between winning guaranteed reward versus non-reward activated the caudate head bilaterally in SDP but not controls.
ccumulation of money at risk of low- or high-penalty (contrasted with accumulating guaranteed money) activated the PMC in both groups, but
ith a greater magnitude and more anterior extent in controls. Pre-decision signal increase in a PMC volume of interest negatively correlated

ith risk-taking in low-penalty trials, and was blunted in SDP relative to controls under both penalty conditions after controlling for individual
ifferences in actual risk-taking and the higher neuroticism of SDP. These data suggest that SDP are characterized by a combination of: (a) striatal
ypersensitivity to reward, and (b) under-recruitment of the specialized conflict-monitoring circuitry of the PMC when reward entails potential
enalties.
ublished by Elsevier Ireland Ltd.
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. Introduction

Poor impulse control correlates with current substance use
Barnes et al., 1999; Donovan and Jessor, 1985) and predicts
uture substance use (Masse and Tremblay, 1997; Myers et
l., 1995) and dependence (Caspi et al., 1996; Moffitt et al.,
002). Comorbidity between substance use disorder (SUD) and
ttention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (Wilens, 2004), as well
s antisocial (Sher and Trull, 2002) and borderline (Trull et al.,
000) personality disorders has been attributed to heritable traits

nderlying poor behavior control (Kreek et al., 2005; Slutske
t al., 1998), such as dysfunctional frontal cortex (Jentsch and
aylor, 1999). For example, SUD subjects opt for rewards at

� Supplementary data tables are presented in the online version of this paper
t http://dx.doi.org by entering doi:10.1016/j.drugalcdep.2007.12.014.
∗ Corresponding author at: NIAAA/NIH, 10 Center Drive, CRC Room 1-5330,
ethesda, MD 20892, USA. Tel.: +1 301 594 9950; fax: +1 301 402 0445.

E-mail address: jbjork@mail.nih.gov (J.M. Bjork).
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isk of disproportionately severe penalties (Bechara et al., 2001)
imilar to subjects with frontal lobe lesions (Bechara et al.,
994).

Frontocortical dysfunction during decision-making in SUD
s of interest because: (1) SUD is characterized by decisions to
ecome intoxicated despite potential psychosocial, medical, and
egal consequences, (2) SUD therapy invokes mental representa-
ions of the consequences of intoxication versus abstinence, and
3) substance abuse itself damages the frontal cortex (Bartzokis
t al., 2002; Pfefferbaum et al., 1995). Functional magnetic reso-
ance imaging (fMRI) studies consistently reveal frontocortical
ecruitment by behavior control tasks (Horn et al., 2003; Li et al.,
006a,b; Ridderinkhof et al., 2004), such as risk-taking (Rogers
t al., 2004). SUD subjects also show blunted frontocortical glu-
ose utilization (Gilman et al., 1990; Samson et al., 1986) and

lood flow (Bolla et al., 2003), that correlate with reaction times
Dao-Castellana et al., 1998) and risky choices (Bolla et al.,
003; Fishbein et al., 2005) in decision-making tasks. These
ndings suggest a possibility that higher-order cortical regions

http://dx.doi.org/
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.drugalcdep.2007.12.014
mailto:jbjork@mail.nih.gov
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.drugalcdep.2007.12.014
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$0.00” was displayed in the center, and the “$” disappeared. After a pseudo-
randomized delay of 4, 6, 8, or 10 s after presentation of the $ cue, the word
“press” appeared, at which time the subject was instructed to press the button
16 J.M. Bjork et al. / Drug and Alc

hat maintain or integrate representations of potential penalties
or immediately rewarding behavior are impaired in persons with
UD.

When they are given an opportunity to obtain rewards
t progressively increasing probability of penalty, might
ubstance-dependent patients (SDP) show reduced recruit-
ent of frontocortical circuitry specialized for monitoring a

isk/reward incentive conflict? We scanned SDP and controls
hile they performed a recently introduced monetary risk-taking

ask (RTT) (Bjork et al., 2007). In the RTT, subjects passively
ccrued potential rewards, but were required to voluntarily ter-
inate the accrual before a secret, varying time limit or they
ould “bust” and suffer a penalty of either non-reward or money

oss. This contingency was intended to reflect two aspects of
rug-taking: (1) the probability of a bad outcome (e.g. an over-
ose) can rise in conjunction with consumption magnitude,
nd (2) the subject is aware that bad outcomes are possible,
ut their specific probability is not signaled. The RTT also
ncluded motor control (non-rewarded) and guaranteed reward
rials. The RTT thus enabled two primary analyses. First, it
nabled detection of brain activation by reward accrual itself,
hich may be normal (or increased) in SPD—by contrasting

MRI signal change during guaranteed reward trials with signal
hange during motor control trials. Second, it enabled isolation
f risk/reward conflict-elicited brain activation, which may be
ower in SDP—by contrasting signal change during risky reward
ccrual with signal change during reward accrual with no risk
f a bad outcome (Bjork et al., 2007).

In an initial investigation of whether SUD is characterized
y deficient contingency conflict-monitoring neurocircuitry,
e assessed whether SDP show reduced risk/reward conflict-

licited recruitment of the posterior mesofrontal cortex (PMC).
he PMC encompasses the supragenual anterior cingulate cortex

ACC) (Brodmann area 24), and extends superiorly and posteri-
rly to Brodmann areas 8, 6, and 32. The PMC features extensive
onnections with cortical regions that subserve cognitive con-
rol and motor execution, as well as with amygdala and mesial
rbitofrontal and striatal regions shown to govern motivation
Bush et al., 2002; Margulies et al., 2007; Paus, 2001). PMC
s thus well positioned anatomically to perform as a special-
zed integrator of both the emotional/motivational and cognitive
alculation-based elements of a response conflict.

Accordingly, the PMC is reliably recruited by pre-decision
onflicts (Ridderinkhof et al., 2004) as well as error avoidance
Magno et al., 2006) and feedback (Ullsperger and von Cramon,
004). Critically, activity in this region is sensitive to the moti-
ational and emotional aspects of conflict-monitoring (Taylor
t al., 2006). Previous studies with response-conflict tasks have
hown mesofrontal activation deficits in current (Kaufman et al.,
003) and abstinent (Li et al., 2006b) cocaine users, marijuana
sers (Gruber and Yurgelun-Todd, 2005), and opiate-dependent
ubjects (Forman et al., 2004).

Minimizing group-wise differences in bad outcomes is crit-

cal for interpreting functional activation of PMC in that error
otifications also activate PMC (Ridderinkhof et al., 2004). For
xample, were SDP to experience significantly more error out-
omes from their choices (as they do when performing the Iowa

t
t

ependence 95 (2008) 115–128

ambling Task suboptimally (Bechara et al., 2001)), trait-like
MC pre-decision activation deficits in SDP might be masked
y enhanced activation due to increased salience of (and motiva-
ion to avoid) aversive stimuli. To mitigate this, the RTT exploits
ow humans avoid risk to preserve modest gains (Kahneman and
versky, 1979) to reduce individual differences in risk-taking
nd errors. In a previous variant of this task, SDP and controls
ook similar, minimal risks (Bjork et al., 2004a).

Because cocaine users show altered frontocortical activity
uring decision-making (Bolla et al., 2003) and typically drink
eavily (Grant and Harford, 1990), we first applied the RTT
o alcohol-dependent patients who also met lifetime criteria
or cocaine abuse or dependence. We hypothesized that: (1)
oth SDP and controls would bust infrequently in the RTT to
reserve existent winnings, and (2) SDP would show reduced
ecruitment of PMC while they decided “when to say ‘when”’ in
isky trials—either analyzed singly or as a linear contrast with
ecruitment by guaranteed rewards.

. Methods

.1. Subjects

Procedures were approved by the Institutional Review Board of the National
nstitute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA). All participants provided
ritten informed consent. Subjects were right-handed and free of neurological
isease or other significant histories of illness as determined by physical exam-
nation and medical interviews conducted at the National Institutes of Health
linical Center (CC) in Bethesda, MD. Control subjects (n = 17), age 23–46 (10
ale; mean age 33.5), were recruited with community advertisement, and were

ree of any mental illness history as determined by structured clinical interviews
or DSM-IV. SDP (n = 17), age 18–43 (10 male; mean age 32.9) were recruited
rom the inpatient alcoholism treatment unit at the CC. Patients with history of
eizures, IQ < 80, psychosis, or craniofacial features indicative of fetal alcohol
yndrome (FAS) were excluded. Mood and behavior disorders were not exclu-
ion criteria. All SDP met DSM-IV criteria for alcohol dependence. All SDP
ad a lifetime history of either cocaine dependence (n = 16) or abuse (n = 1),
nd most also had a lifetime history of either cannabis dependence (n = 10) or
buse (n = 1).1 All SDP reported alcohol misuse as the primary reason for hos-
italization. Subjects were only scanned after complete withdrawal (>1 week of
obriety in hospital).

.2. The risk-taking task

Stimuli were back-projected onto a screen and viewed using a head coil mir-
or. RTT trials were contiguously and pseudorandomly presented, 14 s in dura-
ion, and required the subject to press a button on a small button box twice during
ach of four types of trials (described below; Fig. 1). A cumulative winnings
ounter was continuously displayed in black characters in the upper middle of the
creen. Across three concatenated scanning runs, subjects completed 24 trials of
ach type. To facilitate task comprehension, trial types were denoted by screen
ackground colors that reflected the hazards of proceeding at a traffic light.

.2.1. Motor control trials (white screen). Two seconds into the trial, a “$”
ppeared at the bottom middle of the screen, at which time subjects were
nstructed to press the response button. After responding, “Earnings this trial:
he second time. Twelve seconds after trial onset, the words “No earnings this
rial” appeared.

1 Full SDP characteristics are presented in Supplemental Table 1.
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Fig. 1. The risk-taking task presented subjects with four types of pseudorandomly presented trials (duration 14 s, n = 24 each). In motor control trials, subjects pressed
on cue twice (to the “$” and to the word “press”) for no incentive. In no-penalty trials, subjects began accruing money after pressing in response to the “$” cue, and
accumulated winnings throughout the trial with no chance of penalty. In low-penalty trials, each trial was assigned a secret time limit of either 4, 6, 8, or 10 s after
the $ cue, during which the subject was allowed to accumulate money. If the subject voluntarily stopped reward accrual before the secret time limit (top bifurcated
o ailed t
h ress
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utcome) he or she added accrued trial winnings to total winnings. If he or she f
e or she “busted” and forfeited all winnings that trial, and was instructed to p
eward accrual before the secret varying time limit, but busts resulted in subtrac

.2.2. No-penalty trials (green screen). Two seconds into the trial, a “$”
ppeared at the bottom middle of the screen. After responding to the “$”, the
ubject began accruing earnings. First, the “Earnings this trial:” money counter
as displayed in the center of the screen, and just below it, a numerical counter

egan advancing like the display on a gasoline pump. Earnings accumulation
ccelerated slightly across the trial. Second, a horizontal bar positioned in the
ower left of the screen lengthened in a rightward direction in proportion to
ccumulating trial earnings. Four, 6, 8, or 10 s later, the word “press” replaced
he dollar sign, at which time the subject was to press the button the second

2
a
i
n
a

o stop reward accrual before the secret time limit (bottom bifurcated outcome),
a second time. In high-penalty trials, subjects were also required to terminate
f trial-accumulated winnings from previous winnings.

ime, but money continued to accumulate until 10 s after trial onset, at which
ime the cumulative earnings counter was increased by that trial’s earnings, and
he words “You just won $x.xx” appeared below the cumulative counter.
.2.3. Low-penalty trials (yellow screen). Two seconds into the trial, the “$”
ppeared at the bottom middle of the screen, at which time subjects were
nstructed to press the response button to begin accruing earnings as in the
on-penalty reward trials. However, the duration during which the subject was
llowed to accrue winnings was variable and covert. To earn money in the low-
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a covariate in multiple regression. Accordingly, mean reward
accrual time in low-penalty trials correlated negatively with
NEO-neuroticism (Spearman r = .407, P ≤ .05); subjects with
18 J.M. Bjork et al. / Drug and Alc

enalty trial, the subject was required to voluntarily press the button a second
ime to terminate accrual of winnings before a secret time limit (also an even
istribution of 4–10 s after the presentation of the $ cue) was reached. If the
ubject pressed the button again prior to that trial’s secret time limit, accrual
topped, the animated bar stopped lengthening, and the cumulative earnings
ounter advanced by the trial’s winnings. If the covert time limit was reached
ithout the subject having pressed the button again, the subject “busted” and won
o money for the trial. The words “No earnings this trial” and “BUST” appeared
n place of the trial counter, along with the word “PRESS” to elicit a second motor
esponse.

.2.4. High-penalty trials (red screen). This trial type was identical to the low-
enalty trial type in all respects but with a doubled bust penalty. Whereas busts
n the low-penalty reward trials simply resulted in no winnings for that trial, if
subject busted in the high-penalty reward trial (by not pressing the button a

econd time prior to the covert time limit), the subject did not win any money,
nd the winnings on the trial counter at the time of the bust were deducted from
revious cumulative winnings on the “Total earnings” counter.

.3. Task training

Before scanning, subjects: (1) were read an instruction script which
xplained the contingencies of each trial type but not the distribution of secret
ime limits, (2) viewed an envelope containing cash and were reminded that they
ould actually receive task winnings, and (3) performed a practice version of

he task for no consequence. Each subject busted at least once while practicing.

.4. Imaging data collection and analysis

.4.1. fMRI acquisition. Subjects were scanned in a 3 T General Electric
RI scanner (General Electric, Milwaukee, WI) and a quadrature head coil.
e collected twenty-four 3.8-mm-thick axial slices sequentially from infe-

ior to superior, with a 1 mm gap, using a T2*-sensitive echoplanar sequence
ith a repetition time (TR) = 2000 ms, echo time (TE) = 40 ms, flip = 90◦. In-
lane resolution was 3.75 mm × 3.75 mm. Structural scans for coregistration
ere acquired using a T1-weighted MP-RAGE sequence (TR, 100 ms; TE,
ms; flip, 90◦). Head motion was minimized with a deflateable head restraint
ushion.

.4.2. fMRI preprocessing. Functional data were preprocessed as follows: (1)
oxel time series were interpolated to correct for non-simultaneous slice acqui-
ition within each volume, (2) volumes were concatenated across task sessions,
nd (3) volumes were corrected for head motion in three-dimensional space. No
articipant’s head moved more than 1.5 mm in any dimension from one volume
cquisition to the next or more than 3 mm overall. We applied a 4 mm FWHM
sotropic smoothing kernel, followed by a despiking algorithm and bandpass
ltration of signal fluctuations (either greater than 0.011/s or less than 0.15/s)
ncharacteristic of a hemodynamic response.

.4.3. Individual statistical maps. The regression model featured six regres-
ors of interest (motor control, no-penalty, low-penalty wins, low-penalty busts,
igh-penalty wins, high-penalty busts), with additional regressors modeling
esidual motion, and baseline and linear trends. Regressors of interest were con-
olved with a canonical gammavariate blood-oxygen level-dependent (BOLD)
emodynamic responses time-locked to the presentation of the ($) cue. Because
enalty trials do not have outcome notifications that are temporally separated
rom the pre-decision period, and because they elicit a protracted activation
eginning at the time of the $ cue that precludes separate deconvolution of
otifications (Bjork et al., 2007), notifications were not modeled. Time series
orrelations with modeled responses were linearly contrasted (LC) between trial
ypes.
.4.4. Group-wise statistical maps. Individual maps of contrast t-statistics were
arped into Talairach space and combined in a random-effects analysis for

ach subject group separately. Activations are reported where voxels: (1) each
xceeded a significance threshold of P < .0001, and (2) were part of a contiguous

h
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luster of sufficient size (5 voxels, or 337.5 �l) to obtain a family-wise corrected
ype I error rate ≤ 0.05 using Monte Carlo simulation, and (3) were not within
0 mm of a more activated voxel.

.4.5. Volume of interest (VOI) analysis of PMC signal change. Signal was nor-
alized as a percent change, averaged by trial type, and translated into Talairach

pace. Trial-averaged signal was passed through a VOI mask drawn a priori in
he midsagittal plane across an area that encompassed pre-decision conflict-
licited activation maxima of previous studies (as diagrammed in Ridderinkhof
t al., 2004) and extended 4 mm bilaterally. Using an inter-group extension of
n automated, voxel-based method (Momenan et al., 2004), the mask excluded
oxels that were not segmented (Momenan et al., 1997) as gray matter in all
ubjects with a probability of at least 75%. Trial-averaged signal change was
aseline-corrected by subtraction of signal at trial onset.

.5. Behavioral and psychometric measures

On a separate day prior to the scan, subjects completed the NEO five-factor
ersonality inventory (Costa and McCrae, 1992). We restricted consideration a
riori to its five main personality factors and the impulsivity facet. In particu-
ar, the neuroticism subscale was calculated to control for the greater negative
ffect characteristic of SDP, while still providing a range of scores in healthy
symptomatic controls suitable for cross-group statistical analysis. Task engage-
ent was inferred from the mean reaction time (RT) to respond to the “$”

ues after trial onset, and risk-taking was inferred as the mean reward accrual
ime in non-busted penalty trials. After scanning, subjects rated from 0 to 3
ow “happy,” “sad,” “anxious,” and “bored” they were when playing each trial
ype.

. Results

.1. Psychometric and behavioral data

.1.1. Personality scores. NEO scores were not available from
wo controls. The SDP had significantly higher scores than
ontrols in the neuroticism and extraversion factors, as well
s the impulsivity facet of the NEO, but significantly lower
cores in the agreeableness and conscientiousness factors2 (on-
ine supplemental Table 2). There was no group difference in
penness.

.1.2. Task behavior. Both SDP and controls earned approxi-
ately $35 (n.s.). Latency to respond to the “$” cue did not differ

etween SDP and controls in any trial type, but was slower for the
otor control compared to other trial types (main effect of trial

ype F(3, 90) = 7.806, P ≤ .01). In low-penalty trials, SDP termi-
ated reward accrual significantly sooner than controls (Fig. 2A;
ain effect of group F(1, 32) = 5.305, P ≤ .05). Across runs

f the experiment, risk-taking (s of reward accrual) increased
lightly in SDP, but decreased in controls (group × time interac-
ion F(2, 64) = 3.839, P ≤ .05). However, adjusted mean reward
ccrual times were similar (P > .5) between SDP (4.61 s) and
ontrols (4.89 s) when NEO-neuroticism scores were entered as
igh neuroticism took less risk. Accrual time did not signif-

2 Full data on the NEO Five-Factor Inventory scores are presented in
upplemental Table 2.
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Fig. 2. Controls showed significantly longer mean reward accrual duration (in non-busted trials) than substance-dependent patients (SDP) in low-penalty (A) but
not in high-penalty (B) trials. In a post-scan questionnaire, subjects rated their mood responses to motor control (MC), no-penalty (NP), low-penalty (LP) and
high-penalty (HP) trials of task. Self-reported anxiety (C) and boredom (D) differed as a function of trial type more in controls than in SDP (group × trial type
P in con
m
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< .05). Self-reported happiness (E) also tended to be more trial type-sensitive
inimal in both groups (F). *P < .05; **P < .10.

cantly correlate with NEO-impulsivity. On average, controls
usted in three more trials (mean 9.6 ± 3.6) than did SDP
6.7 ± 3.6 busts; main effect of group F(1, 32) = 5.191, P ≤ .05).
here was a main effect of scanning run on busts, with fewest
usts in the second run in both groups (F(2, 64) = 3.806, P ≤ .05),
ut there was no group by time interaction.

In high-penalty trials, there was no main effect of group or
roup × time interaction effect on either reward accrual time

Fig. 2B) or busts (controls: mean 5.8 ± 4.2 busts, SDP: 5.4 ± 3.2
usts). There was a main effect of time on busts, with fewer busts
n the second run compared to the first and third runs across both
roups of subjects (F(2, 64) = 7.981, P ≤ .001). Mean reward

P

w
w

trols compared to SDP (group × trial type P < .10). Self-reported sadness was

ccrual time in high-penalty trials did not correlate with either
EO-neuroticism or impulsivity.
Size of the possible penalty affected risk-taking among the

ontrols but not among the SDP. There was a main effect of
enalty magnitude on reducing risk exposure (F(1, 32) = 9.570,
≤ .01), where in high-penalty trials, controls (P ≤ .01), but

ot SDP, terminated reward accrual sooner than in low-
enalty trials (group × trial type interaction (F(1, 32) = 5.790,

≤ .05).
To examine whether busting reduced subsequent risk-taking,

e compared mean reward accrual time in trials that followed a
in in the preceding low- or high-penalty trial versus those that
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Fig. 3. The linear contrast between reward accrual in non-penalty trials vs. cue-elicited responses for no incentive in motor control trials activated the caudate head
bilaterally in SDP (A) but not controls (B). Image reversed per radiological convention.

Table 1
Activations by pursuit of guaranteed reward vs. motor control (non-reward)

Contrast Region Talairach coordinates t-Value Uncorrected Pa

Controls No activations

SDP L caudate head −11 11 −1 8.503 <.000001
R caudate head 10 14 −1 6.423 <.00001
L posterior cingulate gyrus −4 −30 29 5.762 <.0001
R middle occipital gyrus 38 −79 0 6.801 <.00001
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under no-penalty reward conditions in SDP compared to controls
in right caudate.4
a Activations reported in this and subsequent tables are maxima of clusters w
onte Carlo simulation.

ollowed a bust. In low-penalty trials, there was a main effect of
revious trial outcome (F(1, 32) = 7.417, P ≤ .05), with shorter
isk exposure times in trials that followed a bust in the previous
ow-penalty trial (4.64 ± 1.1 s) compared to trials that followed

win (5.02 ± 1.3 s). There was no interaction effect of previ-
us outcome with subject group (P > .6). Within high-penalty
rials, there were no main or interaction effects of previous trial
utcome on reward accrual.

.2. Task-elicited affect

Self-reported anxiety reflected the magnitude of potential
eward and penalty in controls but not in SDP (Fig. 2C;
roup × trial type interaction (F(3, 90) = 6.048, P ≤ .001). SDP
eported significantly more anxiety than controls when play-
ng motor control and non-penalty trials, and thus did not show
n orderly increase in anxiety as a function of risk like the
ontrols. Boredom ratings reflected probabilities of reward and
enalty in controls but not in SDP (Fig. 2D; group × trial type
nteraction (F(3, 90) = 2.721, P ≤ .05). SDP showed a trend
P ≤ .1) toward being more bored than controls when play-

ng both low- and high-penalty trials. Self-reported happiness
eflected the relative reward/penalty ratio in controls but not
n SDP (Fig. 2E), with a trend toward a group × trial type
nteraction (F(3, 90) = 2.473, P ≤ .10), where SDP were more
lume sufficient to survive a family-wise type I error correction of P < .05 using

appy than controls when playing both motor control and high-
enalty trials. Self-reported sadness was minimal in both groups
Fig. 2F).

.3. Brain activation by linear contrasts

.3.1. Activation by guaranteed reward (no conflict or risk).
ccruing reward in no-penalty trials (contrasted with motor con-

rol trials) activated the caudate head bilaterally in SDP, with
ctivated voxels extending ventrally toward left nucleus accum-
ens (Fig. 3A), and additional activation in occipital cortex
Table 1). There was no suprathreshold activation by this contrast
n controls (Fig. 3B). To characterize this activation, we extracted
rial-averaged BOLD signal data from 3 mm radius spheres
entered at the caudate activation maxima in SDP. This indi-
ated that suprathreshold LC-elicited activation in SDP but not
ontrols resulted from non-significantly greater signal decrease
nder motor control conditions in SDP compared to controls
n left caudate (Fig. 2)3; a trend for greater peak signal increase
3 Data shown in Supplemental Fig. 1A.
4 Data shown in Supplemental Fig. 1D.
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Fig. 4. The linear contrast between reward accrual at risk of winning nothing in low-penalty trials vs. winning guaranteed reward in non-penalty trials activated
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ortions of posterior mesofrontal cortex (PMC) in SDP (A) and controls (B). Sim
n high-penalty trials vs. winning guaranteed reward in no-penalty trials also acti
ortex in both groups.

.3.2. Activation during conflicted decision-making by reward
t risk of penalty. Accruing reward in low-penalty trials, con-
rasted with accruing (guaranteed) reward during no-penalty
rials, activated PMC in both SDP (Fig. 4A), and controls
Fig. 4B), where controls showed more anteroventral activa-
ion as well as activation in occipital cortex (Table 2). Accruing
eward in high-penalty trials, contrasted with accruing reward
n non-penalty trials, activated PMC in both SDP and con-
rols (Fig. 4C and D, respectively; Table 3), where PMC
ctivation extended more anteroventrally in controls. The high-
enalty versus no-penalty contrast activated similar regions of
ortex in controls as did the low-penalty versus no-penalty con-
rast, and also activated occipital and frontal cortex in SDP.
inally, winning reward at risk of high-penalty versus low-
enalty activated only mesial occipital lobe in both SDP and
ontrols (Table 4).

.3.3. Error-correlated activation. In a post hoc analysis,
enalty trials with win and bust outcomes were separately re-
odeled and contrasted. Random-effect analyses did not reveal

ny significant outcome-correlated activation in either group or
hen groups and penalty trial types were combined. In order

o examine potential effects of errors on increasing PMC acti-

ation in the subsequent trial, in a second analysis, data from
enalty trials were also re-modeled based on the outcome of the
revious non-busted trial of that type. This contrast also did not
eveal significant activation.

t
(
d
b

, the linear contrast between reward accrual at risk of losing previous winnings
MPC in SDP (C) and controls (D), with additional activation of mesial occipital

.4. Penalty trial signal change in the PMC volume of
nterest

Hemodynamic responses in motor control and no-penalty tri-
ls were nearly identical in SDP and controls. In low-penalty
rials, controls had significantly greater signal change than
DP in the two acquisitions prior to potential busts (Fig. 5A),
esulting in a trend for a group × time interaction effect (F(5,
60) = 1.852, P = .1). A post hoc voxel-wise t-test of the activa-
ion by the low-penalty versus no-penalty LC identified PMC
oxels with significantly reduced recruitment in the SDP com-
ared to controls (Fig. 5B). Critically, in a simultaneous multiple
egression analysis, the total area-under-curve (AUC) of the
emodynamic response (as the dependent variable) was still sig-
ificantly blunted in SDP after entering individual differences in
eward-accrual time and NEO-neuroticism scores as covariates
nto model fitting (group effect β = .564, P ≤ .01). In addition,
eward-accrual time, but not NEO-neuroticism, also indepen-
ently correlated with PMC signal increase (β = −.534, P ≤ .01).

Controls also had significantly greater hemodynamic
esponses than SDP in high-penalty trials (Fig. 5C), as inferred
rom the group × time interaction effect (F(5, 160) = 2.312,
≤ .05), single acquisition timepoints, and in the voxel-wise
-test of activation by the high-penalty versus no-penalty LC
Fig. 5D). As with low-penalty trials, the total AUC of the hemo-
ynamic response in high-penalty trials was also significantly
lunted in SDP (group effect β = .524, P ≤ .05) after control-
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Table 2
Brain activation by pursuit of reward at risk of low-penalty vs. no-penalty

Region Talairach coordinates t-Value Uncorrected P

Controls
L putamen 19 11 −4 10.294 <.000001
R putamen 9 8 5 9.125 <.000001
L thalamus 15 −23 5 10.088 <.000001
R thalamus 8 −19 5 8.968 <.000001
L inferior occipital gyrus 38 −68 −4 8.482 <.000001
L posterior mesofrontal cortex 4 11 44 8.192 <.000001
L inferior parietal lobule 41 −38 53 7.445 <.00001

26 −49 39 6.587 <.00001
L middle temporal gyrus −30 −71 20 5.677 <.0001
R middle temporal gyrus 38 −53 0 7.445 <.00001
Dorsomesial cerebellum 4 −56 −4 7.207 <.00001
L middle frontal gyrus −38 26 29 6.892 <.00001
R middle frontal gyrus 38 30 24 7.137 <.00001

30 −4 58 6.261 <.0001
R posterior mesofrontal cortex 11 4 58 6.867 <.00001
L insula −30 −15 20 6.800 <.00001
R superior occipital gyrus 26 −71 39 6.774 <.00001
L precentral gyrus −30 −8 44 6.229 <.0001
R posterior cingulate 4 −34 24 5.799 <.0001
L superior parietal lobule −15 −60 53 5.703 <.0001
R precuneus 8 −75 48 5.633 <.0001
R superior frontal gyrus 34 49 15 5.268 <.0001

SDP
R posterior mesofrontal cortex 8 −4 58 8.877 <.000001
L posterior mesofrontal cortex −4 8 44 7.372 <.00001
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R putamen 15 0
L superior parietal lobule −19 −68

ing for reward-accrual time and NEO-neuroticism scores as
ovariates. Neither NEO-neuroticism nor reward-accrual time
ndependently correlated with signal increase.

In simple bivariate correlation, reward accrual time inversely
orrelated with the AUC of the hemodynamic response in
oth SDP (β = −.58, P ≤ .05) and controls (β = −.53, P ≤ .05)
n low-penalty trials (Fig. 5E) but not in high-penalty trials
P > .1)(Fig. 5F).

. Discussion

.1. General findings

These data extend findings that individuals with SUD
re characterized by altered frontocortical recruitment while
ecision-making (Bolla et al., 2003; Fishbein et al., 2005;
orman et al., 2004; Kaufman et al., 2003). As we hypothesized,
ocaine-abusing alcoholics showed blunted PMC recruitment
y a reward/risk conflict that models drug-taking behavior
n its juxtaposition of progressively increasing reward and
enalty likelihood within a single behavioral sequence. Defi-
ient conflict-elicited PMC activation in SDP was evident both
n the LC between guaranteed and risky reward accrual, as
ell as in the trial-averaged hemodynamic responses during
ow- and high-penalty trial types extracted and analyzed singly.
his deficit was most evident in portions of anterior cingu-

ate cortex consistently recruited by pre-decision conflict in
umerous experiments. Conversely, there were minimal group

w
i
e
b

0 5.882 <.0001
39 5.350 <.0001

ifferences in posterior aspects of PMC linked more specif-
cally to intention to generate self-initiated motor responses
Lau et al., 2004). In addition, SDP also showed caudate
ead activation by guaranteed reward accrual itself. Finally,
ontrols demonstrated orderly, intuitive affective reactions to
isk and reward contingencies across trial types but SDP did
ot.

.2. Risk-taking in the task

Between-subject and between-trial differences in reward
ccrual were greater in low-relative to high-penalty trials. For
xample, busting in low-penalty trials on average reduced the
eward accrual time in the subsequent (non-busted) low-penalty
rial, but this did not occur in high-penalty trials. In addition,
EO-neuroticism negatively correlated with risky behavior in

ow penalty trials, but not in high-penalty trials. We suspect that
he high-penalty trials engendered a more facile strategy to avoid
isking previous winnings altogether, where pre-decision con-
ict was essentially avoided when subjects terminated reward
ccrual at the timepoint when busts could begin to occur
Fig. 2B). Thus, the low-penalty trials were likely better suited
o examination of the relationship between risk-taking and other
ariables. Because risk-taking in low-penalty trials correlated

ith individual differences in NEO-neuroticism, but not with

mpulsivity, this suggests that task behavior was likely influ-
nced more by sensitivity to unpleasant stimuli (busts) and less
y impulsivity that would promote risk-seeking.
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Table 3
Brain activation by pursuit of reward at risk of high-penalty vs. no-penalty

Region Talairach coordinates t-Value Uncorrected P

Controls
L middle frontal gyrus −34 34 20 5.647 <.0001

−26 38 37 5.567 <.0001
R middle frontal gyrus 19 0 53 9.317 <.000001

26 34 39 6.899 <.00001
R superior occipital gyrus 27 −68 39 8.980 <.000001
L putamen −19 11 4 8.627 <.000001
R thalamus 12 −12 15 8.533 <.000001
L thalamus −19 −26 15 8.353 <.000001
L cuneus −4 −83 15 8.175 <.000001
L postcentral gyrus −49 −30 48 7.765 <.000001

−26 −11 48 7.495 <.00001
L superior frontal gyrus −11 −4 63 7.728 <.000001
L posterior mesofrontal cortex −4 4 44 7.708 <.000001
R substantia nigra 11 −19 −4 7.424 <.00001
L anterior cingulate cortex −4 19 24 7.200 <.00001
R inferior parietal lobule 41 −45 53 7.147 <.00001
Dorsomesial cerebellum 0 −60 −4 6.971 <.00001
L middle occipital gyrus −41 −68 −4 6.696 <.00001

−30 −75 24 5.518 <.0001
R middle occipital gyrus 38 −64 10 5.607 <.0001
L superior parietal lobule −11 −64 58 6.533 <.00001
R lingual gyrus 19 −53 4 6.390 <.00001

8 −90 −4 5.621 <.0001

SDP
L posterior mesofrontal cortex −4 −4 53 7.734 <.000001
L caudate head −11 11 4 7.067 <.000001
R putamen 19 11 0 6.982 <.00001
L cuneus −4 −79 24 6.877 <.00001
R middle frontal gyrus 23 −8 48 6.542 <.00001
L middle occipital gyrus −38 −75 5 6.279 <.0001
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R precuneus 19 −60
L anterior cingulate −6 15
L precentral gyrus −34 −23

Finally, PMC activation in low-penalty trials correlated
egatively with actual risk-taking but not directly with NEO-
euroticism. It seems likely that PMC activation by a specific
ask conflict or threat would be more proximally related to
voidance behavior within that task relative to a correlation
etween activation and a more global psychometric measure.
oreover, the relationship between trait responsiveness to aver-

ive stimuli and exaggerated PMC recruitment may also have
een altered (or perhaps mitigated by) the availability of risk-

voiding responses. Future variants of this paradigm could
resent subjects with a similar risk–reward conflict over time,
ut parametrically vary the availability of penalty avoidance
esponses.

N
a
a
S

able 4
ctivations by reward accrual at risk of high-penalty vs. reward at risk of low-penalty

ontrast Region Talairach coordinates

ontrols L cuneus −4 −79
R cuneus 15 −71
L lingual gyrus −11 −56
R lingual gyrus 11 −49

DP L cuneus −4 −79
R cuneus 11 −60
44 5.712 <.0001
34 5.603 <.0001
48 5.583 <.0001

While both groups behaved similarly in high-penalty trials,
n unexpected finding was that SDP were more cautious in
ow-penalty trials. We suspect that despite having more impul-
ive personalities, the SDP were less willing to take risks in
he tasks by virtue of their greater sensitivity to aversive stim-
li, as measured by trait neuroticism. Notably, the main effect
f group on risk-taking was eliminated after controlling for
EO-neuroticism scores. Risk averse behavior may also have
een attractive to SDP by virtue of its lower cognitive demand.

otably, in the healthy brain, choosing guaranteed rewards

ctivates frontocortical and parietal voxels less than choice of
risky alternative (Gonzalez et al., 2005), and persons with

UD show reflexive lose-switch responses to error outcomes

t-Value Uncorrected P

15 7.373 <.00001
15 7.507 <.000001

5 6.004 <.0001
5 5.478 <.0001

20 6.430 <.00001
10 6.155 <.0001
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Fig. 5. Trial-type-averaged BOLD signal was extracted from PMC in a midsagittal volume of interest mask (yellow outline) drawn to encompass the activation
maxima previously reported in several experiments on pre-decision conflict (see Ridderinkhof et al., 2004). In low-penalty trials, SDP showed blunted BOLD signal
change in PMC relative to controls following the onset of risky reward accrual (the 2 s time point) as seen in the hemodynamic response itself (A) and in a voxel-wise
t-test of the group difference in activation by the low-penalty vs. no-penalty contrast, where reduced activation in SDP is depicted in blue (B). In high-penalty trials,
S gnific
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4

DP also showed a blunted hemodynamic response to risky reward (C), with si
rials contrasted with no-penalty trials (D). Area-under-curve activation of the P
DP and controls in low-penalty trials (E), but not in high-penalty trials (F).

Paulus et al., 2002). For example, heroin users readily adopted
“play it safe” strategy following bad outcomes in a similar

isk-taking task, where this risk avoidant behavior correlated
ith reduced ACC activation (Ersche et al., 2006). Thus, SDP
ubjects may have played it safe to reduce cognitive conflict.
arenthetically, we note that after busting in another variant
f this task (Bjork et al., 2004a), SDP frequently vocalized
nger then adopted a conservative strategy in subsequent trials,

n
p

antly lower anterior cingulate activation (per voxel-wise t-test) by high-penalty
by risky reward accrual correlated negatively with risk-taking behavior in both

uggesting both affective and cognitive underpinnings of error
voidance.

.3. Brain activation by guaranteed rewards
Guaranteed reward accrual in no-penalty trials elicited sig-
ificant caudate head activation in SDP but not controls. In
revious reports with healthy adults (Bjork et al., 2004b; Elliott
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t al., 2000; Yacubian et al., 2006), caudate head was recruited
y notification of monetary rewards. Considered together with
heir activation decrement in penalty trials, this suggests that
DP may show disproportional recruitment of motivational
ircuitry by positive, relative to negative, behavior contingen-
ies. This combination characterizes decision-making deficits
f SDP while performing the Iowa Gambling Task, where SDP
ore frequently choose to pick cards from “decks” containing

igh-reward cards that are laden with disproportionately larger
enalties (Bechara et al., 2001, 2002).

.4. Brain activation by reward at risk of penalty

In accord with our hypothesis, SDP showed a blunted pat-
ern of conflict-specific brain activation compared to controls
espite intact penalty avoidance, with subnormal activation
n ACC voxels that are frequently recruited by pre-decision
ehavior conflicts (Ridderinkhof et al., 2004). This was evi-
ent both in the linear time-series contrast between risky
ersus guaranteed reward accrual, and in the contour of the
emodynamic impulse response across penalty trial types in
mask drawn a priori in the PMC. This cortical response

o our behavioral challenge suggests that SUD is character-
zed by under-recruitment of specialized frontocortical response
onflict-monitoring circuitry. This may in turn represent a gen-
ralized neurobiological correlate of a reduced potential of the
ddicted brain to reference potential negative consequences for
rug-taking behavior.

BOLD signal in penalty trials already increased by the time
enalties became possible and before most subjects responded
o stop accrual (∼6 s). We therefore surmise that PMC acti-
ation was engendered primarily by pre-decision processing,
ot by outcome monitoring. We do not believe that group-wise
ctivation differences resulted from group-wise differences in
ask-behavior for two reasons. First, SPD demonstrated a PMC
ctivation deficit during high-penalty trials in the absence of dif-
erences from controls in either busts or reward-accrual duration.
econd, in both penalty trials, the SDP deficit remained signifi-
ant after individual differences in reward accrual and proneness
o negative affect (neuroticism) were controlled for. Finally, the
imilar latency to respond to begin accruing reward after the
$” cue between SDP and controls does not suggest that SDP
ad subnormal PMC activation because they were simply less
ngaged in the task.

During penalty trials, we did not find PMC activation dif-
erences as a function of either the outcome of the current trial
r activation differences based on the outcome of the previous
rial. We offer two explanations for this. First, since outcomes
urther bifurcate the 24 trials of each penalty type, there may not
ave been enough trial events (especially busts) to adequately
odel outcomes. Second, we suspect that since PMC activa-

ions were engendered during the reward accrual and before
otifications, subjects were uniformly motivated to avoid errors

n every penalty trial they encountered, resulting in relatively
imilar PMC activation across trials.

Interestingly, the PMC recruitment deficit in SDP resem-
les that found in healthy adolescents (Bjork et al., 2007),

u
l
w
l
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aising the possibility that chronic alcohol/drug intoxication
y the SDP resulted in stunted development of the PMC. In
linical interviews, most SDP reported onset of regular heavy
rinking by late adolescence. Notably, frontal lobe dysmor-
hology is detectable by young adulthood in persons with
dolescent-onset alcohol dependence (De Bellis et al., 2005).
t is also possible that delayed premorbid PMC development
ay contribute to the development and progression of substance

buse.

.5. PMC activation decrements in the absence of
ncreased task errors

We desired roughly similar rates of error outcomes in this
xperiment in order to avoid interpretive confounds in that PMC
s recruited not only be pre-decision conflict, but also by error
otification and monitoring (Ridderinkhof et al., 2004). The
MC activation deficit in SDP did not translate into greater
rrors in either penalty trial type. It may be that this dissociation
ccurred with the RTT because minimal PMC activation was
ufficient to minimize errors when using a facile, risk-avoidant
trategy. Many subjects commented after scanning that they had
dopted set strategies for responding in the penalty trials. More-
ver, the RTT presented vivid threats (to tangibly represented
ssets) that likely artificially enhanced vigilance to facilitate
enalty avoidance in SDP despite alterations in frontocortical
ircuitry.

Conversely, lateral parietal lobe, which was recruited in
oth groups, may have subserved actual cost–benefit calcula-
ions during decision-making (Dehaene et al., 1999; Sugrue
t al., 2005) to successfully avoid penalties. We suspect that
he blunted PMC activity in SDP resulted instead from dis-
rdered motivation-related (Taylor et al., 2006) components
f contingency-conflict monitoring, where controls were more
ntently processing the risk–reward conflict. Another possibil-
ty is that the SDP activation deficit partly reflected a reduced
ppraisal of self-involvement (agency) (Moran et al., 2006) in
he conflict. Both of these explanations are consistent with the
ess orderly and intuitive effects of trial contingencies on self-
eported emotion among the SDP.

We believe that a functional reorganization away from opti-
ized frontocortical conflict-monitoring circuitry in the service

f adequate laboratory task performance is clinically meaning-
ul in SUD, especially if it suggests inefficient processing. For
xample, Yucel et al. (2007) recently reported increased recruit-
ent of frontal and parietal cortex in opiate-dependent subjects

n service of normative performance of a response-conflict task.
ltered frontal and parietal activation while performing nor-
ally in a working memory task has also been reported in adults

Desmond et al., 2003) and adolescents (Caldwell et al., 2005;
apert et al., 2004) with alcohol use disorders. These additional
ctivations have been interpreted as compensatory adaptations
n SUD. Compensatory adaptations in brain disorders may be

ltimately insufficient, however, when either the difficulty of a
aboratory task is parametrically increased (Tan et al., 2006), or
hen the subject is in real-world situations with less salient or

ess explicitly framed behavioral contingencies.
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.6. Study limitations and avenues of future research

This experiment had three key limitations. First, the RTT was
ot temporally configured to disentangle pre-decision activation
rom outcome notification activation. Future variants of this task
ould separate these two components of decision-making while
till retaining ambiguity of outcome probabilities. For exam-
le, the decision-making period during reward accrual could be
rogrammed to elicit a second, self-initiated response without
mmediately implying an outcome. The actual programmed time
imit could then be graphically revealed to the subject after a tem-
orally jittered delay, with retroactive calculation (and feedback)
f trial outcome.

Second, it is not possible to disentangle the degree to which
ctivation deficits in SDP resulted from premorbid PMC dys-
unction relative to the effects of chronic polydrug exposure.
lthough the VOI mask included only voxels likely contain-

ng gray matter in every subject, it is nonetheless possible that
ome component of the risk-elicited PMC activation decrement
n SDP resulted from morphological effects of comorbid chronic
lcohol and cocaine abuse (Bartzokis et al., 2002; Rogers and
obbins, 2001). We suspect, however, that the activation deficit

n SDP reported here reflects premorbid cortical traits conferring
mpulsivity and risk of substance abuse—possibly compounded
y morphological effects of many years of heavy alcohol expo-
ure. To indirectly address the causality issue, future research
ay explore contingency conflict-elicited PMC recruitment in

rug-naı̈ve, at-risk adolescent populations, such as children of
lcoholics.

Third, there was extensive comorbidity with affective disor-
ers in the SUD subjects, and affective disorders themselves
elate to dysfunctional frontocortical blood flow (Videbech,
000). However, the deficit in PMC signal increase during risky
eward accrual in the SDP remained significant after control-
ing for their greater neuroticism. Similarly, it is not possible to
solate independent correlates of alcohol abuse versus cocaine
buse with regional brain recruitment by risk and reward in
hese comorbid patients. Moreover, most SDP also abused at
east one other drug besides cocaine and alcohol. Future experi-

ents should feature recruitment of diagnostically pure patient
opulations to characterize PMC recruitment by risk appraisal
n different psychiatric syndromes. Finally, these findings from
etoxified treatment-seeking subjects may not generalize to
ctively using subjects.

In conclusion, in SDP, a conflict between positive and nega-
ive contingencies within the same behavioral sequence elicited
eficient recruitment in a region of cortex that (in healthy adults)
s consistently recruited by tasks that require monitoring and
uccessful resolution of a response conflict (Ridderinkhof et
l., 2004). The global PMC activation decrement in SDP did
ot translate here into increased rates of poor outcomes when
he possibility of penalty was explicitly signaled in a simple,
rtificial task. We suspect, however, that dysfunctional PMC

ctivation in substance dependence is a meaningful indicator
f deficient cortically mediated risk-appraisal, which may in
urn confer vulnerability to bad decisions in more ambiguous
eal-world situations.
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